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Abstract

It is well known that higher unemployment bene…ts lead to longer unemployment durations. This result has been interpreted as evidence of “moral hazard”–a behavioral
response to distorted marginal incentives to search. This paper shows that unemployment bene…ts also raise durations through a “liquidity” e¤ect for households who
cannot smooth consumption perfectly. The empirical importance of the liquidity e¤ect
is documented in two ways. First, state-level increases in unemployment bene…ts have
larger e¤ects on durations for households that are likely to be liquidity constrained (e.g.,
those with low assets). Second, lump-sum severance payments signi…cantly increase
durations among constrained households. Together, the empirical estimates imply that
60% of the e¤ect of unemployment bene…ts on durations is due to the liquidity e¤ect.
To evaluate the welfare implications of this …nding, I derive a new formula for the optimal level of unemployment bene…ts in terms of the ratio of the liquidity e¤ect relative
to moral hazard. Implementing this formula using the empirical estimates implies that
the optimal unemployment bene…t level exceeds 50% of the previous wage.
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Introduction

One of the best known empirical results in public …nance is that social insurance programs such
as unemployment insurance (UI) reduce labor supply. For example, Mo¢ tt (1985), Meyer (1990),
and others have shown that a 10% increase in unemployment bene…ts raises average unemployment
durations by 4-8% in the U.S. This …nding has traditionally been interpreted as evidence of moral
hazard caused by a substitution e¤ect: UI distorts the relative price of leisure and consumption,
reducing the marginal incentive to work.

For instance, Krueger and Meyer (2002) remark that

behavioral responses to UI and other social insurance programs are large because they “lead to
short-run variation in wages with mostly a substitution e¤ect.” Similarly, Gruber (2005) notes
that “UI has a signi…cant moral hazard cost in terms of subsidizing unproductive leisure.”
This paper questions whether the link between unemployment bene…ts and durations is purely
due to moral hazard. The analysis is motivated by evidence that many unemployed individuals
have limited liquidity and exhibit excess sensitivity of consumption to cash-on-hand (Gruber 1997,
Browning and Crossley 2001, Bloemen and Stancanelli 2005). Indeed, nearly half of job losers in
the United States report zero liquid wealth at the time of job loss, suggesting that many households
may be unable to smooth transitory income shocks relative to permanent income.
Using a simple job search model, I show that when an individual cannot smooth consumption
perfectly, unemployment bene…ts a¤ect search intensity through a “liquidity” e¤ect in addition to
the moral hazard channel emphasized in earlier work. Intuitively, UI bene…ts increase cash-on-hand
and consumption while unemployed for an agent who cannot smooth perfectly.

Such an agent

faces less pressure to …nd a new job quickly, leading to a longer duration. Hence, unemployment
bene…ts raise durations purely through moral hazard for unconstrained individuals, but through
both liquidity and moral hazard e¤ects for constrained individuals.
The distinction between liquidity and moral hazard is of interest because the two e¤ects lead to
divergent views about optimal policy. The substitution e¤ect is a socially suboptimal response to
the creation of a wedge between private and social marginal costs. In contrast, the liquidity e¤ect
is a response to the correction of a market failure (incomplete credit and risk-sharing markets).
Building on this logic, I develop a new test for the optimal unemployment bene…t level – similar
in spirit to the recent tests proposed by Chetty (2006a) and Shimer and Werning (2007) – based
on the ratio of the liquidity and moral hazard e¤ects.

The formula uses revealed preference to

calculate the value of insurance: if an agent chooses a longer duration primarily because he has
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more cash-on-hand (as opposed to distorted incentives), we infer that UI bene…ts bring the agent
closer to the social optimum.

Relative to existing approaches to optimal bene…ts, the formula

proposed here has two advantages: (1) it requires data only on unemployment durations and (2) it
does not rely on state-independence or a speci…c parametric form of utility.
I estimate the importance of moral hazard vs. liquidity in UI empirically using two complementary strategies. I …rst estimate the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on durations separately for liquidity
constrained and unconstrained households, exploiting di¤erential changes in UI bene…t levels across
states in the U.S. for identi…cation. Since households’ability to smooth consumption is unobserved,
I proxy for it using three measures: asset holdings, single vs. dual-earner status, and an indicator
for having to make a mortgage payment. I …nd that a 10% increase in UI bene…ts raises unemployment durations by 7-10% in the constrained groups. In contrast, changes in UI bene…ts have much
smaller e¤ects on durations in the unconstrained groups, indicating that the moral hazard e¤ect
is relatively small among these groups. These results suggest that liquidity e¤ects could be quite
important in the bene…ts-duration link. However, they do not directly establish that bene…ts raise
the durations of constrained agents by increasing liquidity unless one assumes that the substitution
elasticities are similar across constrained and unconstrained groups.
This limitation leads to the second empirical strategy, in which I estimate the fraction of the
total bene…t elasticity accounted for by the liquidity e¤ect.

I exploit variation across job losers

in the receipt of lump-sum severance payments, which have a liquidity e¤ect but no moral hazard
e¤ect. Using a survey of job losers from Mathematica that has information on severance pay and
unemployment durations, I …nd that individuals who received severance pay (worth about $4000 on
average) have substantially longer durations. An obvious concern is that this …nding may re‡ect
correlation rather than causality because severance pay is not randomly assigned. Two pieces of
evidence support the causality of severance pay.

First, the estimated e¤ect of severance pay is

not a¤ected by controls for demographics, income, job tenure, industry, and occupation in a Cox
hazard model.

Second, severance payments have a large e¤ect on durations among constrained

(low asset) households, but have no e¤ect on durations among unconstrained households. These
…ndings, though not conclusive given the lack of randomized variation in cash grants, suggest that
UI has a substantial liquidity e¤ect.
Combining the point estimates from the two empirical approaches, I …nd that roughly 60% of
the e¤ect of bene…ts on durations is due to the liquidity e¤ect. Using this estimate, I implement
the test for optimal bene…ts derived from the search model, and …nd that the marginal welfare
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gain of raising the unemployment bene…t level is small but positive. This implies that the optimal
wage replacement rate for UI exceeds current bene…t levels, which are approximately 50% of preunemployment wages.

Although this calculation ignores important factors such as temporary

layo¤s and general equilibrium e¤ects, it at least points toward a substantial role for policies that
enhance households ability to smooth income shocks.
In addition to the empirical literature on unemployment insurance, this paper relates to and
builds on several other strands of the literature in macroeconomics and public …nance. First, several
studies have used consumption data to investigate the importance of liquidity constraints (see e.g.,
Zeldes 1989; Johnson, Parker, and Souleles 2006). This paper presents analogous evidence from
the labor market, showing that labor supply is “excessively sensitive”to transitory income because
of limited liquidity.

Second, several studies have explored the e¤ects of incomplete insurance

and credit markets for job search behavior and UI using simulations of calibrated search models
(Hansen and Imrohoglu 1992; Acemoglu and Shimer 2000). The analysis here can be viewed as
the empirical counterpart of such studies, in which the extent to which agents can smooth shocks
is estimated empirically rather than simulated from a calibrated model. The estimates could be
used to better calibrate dynamic models of household behavior in subsequent work.
Finally, the conceptual distinction between moral hazard and liquidity e¤ects applies to other
private and social insurance programs.

The “revealed preference” approach to calculating the

value of insurance proposed here can be adapted to other contexts. For example, one can calculate
the value of a health insurance program by estimating the extent to which an agent’s medical
expenditures would di¤er if he were paid a lump-sum cash bene…t rather than an indemnity bene…t
that covers health expenses. A key feature of this approach is that it does not require data on the
outcomes of insurance provision, such as consumption, job match quality, or health. Though this
approach relies on the assumption that agents’choices reveal their true preferences, it provides a
parsimonious method of identifying policies that are optimal from a libertarian perspective.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The search model and test for optimal bene…ts
are presented in the next section.

Section 3 discusses the evidence on heterogeneous e¤ects of

unemployment bene…ts on durations.

Section 4 examines the e¤ect of severance payments on

durations. The test for optimal bene…ts is implemented in section 5. Section 6 concludes.
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Theory

I analyze a simple job search model that is closely related to the models studied by Lentz and
Tranaes (2005) and Card, Chetty, and Weber (2007).

I use this framework to distinguish the

moral hazard and liquidity e¤ects of UI and derive a test for the optimal bene…t level in terms
of these e¤ects. I begin by characterizing the agent’s job search behavior, and then turn to the
government’s problem of choosing the optimal bene…t level.

2.1

A Job Search Model

Consider a discrete-time setting where the agent lives for T periods f0; :::; T

1g. Let

denote the

agent’s time discount rate and r denote the interest rate. Suppose the agent becomes unemployed
at t = 0. An agent who enters a period t without a job …rst chooses search intensity st . Normalize
st to equal the probability of …nding a job in the current period. Let (st ) denote the cost of search
e¤ort, which is strictly increasing and convex.

If search is successful, the agent begins working

immediately in period t itself at a …xed pre-tax wage wt .1 Assume that all jobs last inde…nitely
once found, and that the wage schedule fwt g is deterministic, eliminating reservation-wage choices.
If the worker is unemployed in period t, he receives an unemployment bene…t bt < wt . If the
worker is employed in period t, he pays a tax

that is used to …nance the unemployment bene…t.

Let cet denote the agent’s consumption in period t if a job is found in that period. If the agent fails
to …nd a job in period t, he sets consumption to cut . The agent then enters period t + 1 unemployed
and the problem repeats.
Let v(ct ) denote ‡ow utility if employed in period t and u(ct )
unemployed.

Assume that u and v are strictly concave.

(st ) denote ‡ow utility if

Note that this state-dependent utility

speci…cation permits arbitrary complementarities between consumption and labor.
Optimal Search. The value function for an individual who …nds a job at the beginning of period
t, conditional on beginning the period with assets At is
Vt (At ) = max v(At
At+1 L

At+1 =(1 + r) + wt

)+

1
Vt+1 (At+1 );
1+

(1)

where L is a lower bound on assets that may or may not be binding. The value function for an
1

A more conventional timing assumption in search models without savings is that search in period t leads to a job
that begins in period t + 1. Assuming that search in period t leads to a job in period t itself simpli…es the analytic
@st
expressions for @A
, as in Lentz and Tranaes (2005).
t
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individual who fails to …nd a job at the beginning of period t and remains unemployed is:
Ut (At ) = max u(At
At+1 L

At+1 =(1 + r) + bt ) +

1
Jt+1 (At+1 )
1+

(2)

where
Jt (At ) = max st Vt (At ) + (1
st

st )Ut (At )

is the value of entering period t without a job with assets At .

(st )

(3)

It is easy to show that Vt is

concave because there is no uncertainty following re-employment; however, the function Ut could
be convex. Lentz and Tranaes (2005) show that this problem can be addressed by introducing a
wealth lottery prior to the choice of st , although they note that in simulations of the model with
plausible parameters, non-concavity never arises. I simply assume here that Ut is concave in the
parameter space of interest.
An unemployed agent chooses st to maximize expected utility at the beginning of period t,
given by (3). Optimal search intensity is determined by the …rst-order condition
0

(st ) = Vt (At )

Ut (At ).

(4)

Intuitively, st is chosen to equate the marginal cost of search e¤ort with its marginal value, which
is given by the di¤erence between the optimized values of employment and unemployment.

2.2

Moral Hazard and Liquidity E¤ects

To understand how changes in the unemployment bene…t level a¤ect search intensity, observe that
@st =@bt =

u0 (cut )=

00

(st )

Next, consider the e¤ects of a $1 increase in assets At and a $1 increase in the period t wage wt :
@st =@At = fv 0 (cet )
@st =@wt = v 0 (cet )=

u0 (cut )g=
00

(st ) > 0

00

(st )

0

(5)
(6)

The e¤ect of a cash grant on search intensity depends on the di¤erence in marginal utilities between
employed and unemployed states.

If agents can smooth perfectly, they set v 0 (cet ) = u0 (cut ), and

@st =@At = 0 because a cash grant raises Vt (At ) and Ut (At ) by the same amount. In contrast, if
5

individuals face borrowing constraints, have incomplete insurance contracts, or voluntarily reduce
cut to maintain a bu¤er stock of savings, v 0 (cet )

u0 (cut ) < 0 and @st =@At can be large.2 The e¤ect

of an increase in wt is proportional to v 0 (cet ) because a higher wage increases the marginal return
to search to the extent that it raises the value of being employed. Putting together (5) and (6)
yields the decomposition
@st =@bt = @st =@At

@st =@wt .

(7)

Equation (7) shows that an increase in the unemployment bene…t level lowers search intensity
through two separate channels. The …rst channel is the liquidity e¤ect (@st =@At ): a higher bene…t
increases the agent’s cash-on-hand, allowing the agent to maintain a higher level of consumption
while unemployed and reducing the pressure to …nd a new job quickly.3 The second channel is the
moral hazard e¤ect ( @wt =@At ): a higher bene…t e¤ectively lowers the agent’s net wage (wt

b),

reducing the incentive to search though a substitution e¤ect.4
As discussed in the introduction, the prevailing view has been that individuals take longer to
…nd a job when receiving higher UI bene…ts solely because they perceive a lower private return
to work.

Equation (7) shows that this interpretation is valid only if agents are able to smooth

perfectly.

The fraction of the UI-duration link due to moral hazard is thus an open empirical

question.

2.3

A New Test for the Optimal Bene…t Level

The magnitudes of the moral hazard and liquidity e¤ects are of interest because of their normative
implications. In particular, the welfare gain of raising the UI bene…t level can be written in terms
of these e¤ects. To simplify the exposition, I begin by establishing this result for the case where
T = 1, a static search model.
Static Case. When T = 1, the social planner’s problem is to maximize the agent’s expected
An optimizing agent will never have v 0 (cet ) u0 (cut ) > 0 because bt < wt and re-employment is an absorbing state:
The liquidity e¤ect is the e¤ect of a wealth grant while unemployed. The liquidity e¤ect does not equal the
conventional wealth e¤ect (i.e., an increase permanent income) if the agent cannot smooth consumption perfectly.
Indeed, there are models where the wealth e¤ect is zero but the liquidity e¤ect is positive because of liquidity
constraints (see e.g. Shimer and Werning 2007).
4
This decomposition parallels the Slutsky decomposition of an uncompensated elasticity into a price e¤ect (the
“moral hazard” e¤ect here) and the income e¤ect (the “liquidity” e¤ect). I show below that the moral hazard e¤ect
reduces the welfare gain from UI, much as a distortionary tax creates a deadweight burden proportional to the price
e¤ect.
2
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utility in period 0 subject to the balanced-budget constraint for the UI system:
f (b0 ) = f(1
max W
b0

s.t. b0 (1

s0 (b0 ))u(A0 + b0 ) + s0 (b0 )v(A0 + w0

)

(s0 (b0 ))

s0 (b0 )) = s0 (b0 )

The welfare gain from increasing b0 by $1 is
f
@W
= (1
@b0
Noting that

d
db0

=

1 s0
s0

@s
1
b 0,
(s0 )2 0 @b0

f
@W
= (1
@b0

s0 )u0 (cu0 )

s0 v 0 (ce0 )

d
db0

it follows that

s0 )[u0 (cu0 )

v 0 (ce0 )]

To obtain a money metric for the welfare gain, de…ne

@W
@b0

@s0 b0 0 e
v (c0 ).
@b0 s0
as the ratio of the welfare gain from

raising bene…ts to the welfare gain of increasing the wage rate by $1:
f
@W
@W
1 s0 u0 (cu0 ) v 0 (ce0 )
=
=s0 v 0 (ce0 ) =
f
@b0
@b0
s0
v 0 (ce0 )
where "1

s;b

=

b0 @s0
s0 @b0

"1 s;b
g
s0

is the elasticity of the probability of being unemployed with respect to the

bene…t level. Using equations (5) and (6), this expression can be written as
@W
1 s0
@s0 =@A0
=
f
@b0
s0
@s0 =@w0

"1 s;b
g
s0

(8)

This formula shows that the marginal welfare gain from provision of UI bene…ts can be calculated
by comparing the liquidity and moral hazard e¤ects of UI. I provide intuition for this result after
showing that it holds in the general case under some approximations.
General Case.

When T > 1, one can choose a di¤erent bene…t level bt in each period.

I

restrict attention to the optimal policy among the set of policies that have constant bene…ts: bt = b
8t. I also assume for simplicity that the wage rate is constant over time: wt = w 8t. The social
planner’s problem is to choose the UI bene…t level that maximizes the agent’s expected utility while
balancing the budget:
max J0 (b; ) s.t. Db = (T

7

D)

(9)

where D =

TP1 Q
t

(1

sj ) is the agent’s expected unemployment duration.5

As above, one can

t=0 j=0

de…ne a money-metric for the welfare gain from UI by comparing the e¤ect of a $1 increase in b
with a $1 increase in the wage rate w on the agent’s expected utility:
there are two complications in deriving an expression for

@W
@b

@W
@b

@J0 @J0
@b = @w .

However,

analogous to (8) when T > 1.

First, the bene…t level b a¤ects income in subsequent periods, and not just the …rst period. As
a result, the e¤ect of a cash grant in the …rst period cannot be directly compared with the e¤ect of
a bene…t increase to identify the liquidity e¤ect, since the timing of receipt of income may matter
when agents cannot smooth consumption.

To address this issue, suppose the agent receives an

annuity payment of $a in every period t = 0; :::; T

1. With the introduction of this annuity, it is

straightforward to obtain an analog of the decomposition in (7), as shown in Appendix A:
@s0
@s
= 0
@b
@a

@s0
.
@w

(10)

Equation (10) shows that for a permanent increase in the bene…t level, the liquidity e¤ect corresponds to the e¤ect of an increase in annuity income in all periods, while the moral hazard e¤ect
is given by the e¤ect of a wage increase in all periods.
The second complication when T > 1 is that the wage and asset e¤ects needed to compute
the e¤ect of the tax increase on welfare depend on the entire path of marginal utilities after reemployment.

In particular, let Ev 0 (cet;j ) denote the unconditional average marginal utility of

consumption while employed over the agent’s lifetime (see the appendix for a formal de…nition).
Let Ev 0 (ce0;j ) denote the average marginal utility of consumption while employed conditional on
…nding a job in period 0. In addition to the components of interest for calculating the welfare
gain, the expressions for
parameter

@s0
@w

and

@s0
@a

are a¤ected by a new parameter

=

Ev 0 (cet;j ) Ev 0 (ce0;j )
.
Ev 0 (cet;j )

The

is the percentage di¤erence in the marginal utility of an extra dollar while working if

one …nds a job after a spell of unemployment rather than immediately in period 0. If one assumes
= 0, one overestimates

@W
@b .

This upward bias arises because part of the liquidity e¤ect is due to

the di¤erence in marginal utilities upon re-employment at di¤erent dates rather than the di¤erence
5
Note that bene…ts and taxes are not discounted by the interest rate in the budget constraint in (9). This is
intended to capture the fact that UI budgets are balanced period-by-period rather than intertemporally in practice.
In the stylized single-agent model considered here, period-by-period balancing is impossible because taxes are always
collected after bene…ts are paid out. However, in a more plausible model with agents who have heterogeneous,
uniformly distributed layo¤ dates but are otherwise identical, the planner can meet the constraint of equating bene…ts
paid and taxes collected in each period. The problem speci…ed in (9) can be viewed as a characterization of the
optimal policy in this environment.
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in marginal utilities between the employed and unemployed states, which is the transfer of interest
for the UI system.
In the appendix, I provide a simple calibration argument which shows that
small in practice. Intuitively,

is likely to be

is determined by the extent to which the length of the preceding

unemployment spell a¤ects an agent’s average level of subsequent consumption after starting a
new job. Since lost income during unemployment is typically small relative to lifetime wealth,

is

negligible for plausible values of the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion. I therefore proceed with
the approximation that

= 0.6 This leads to the following simple expression for the welfare gain

of raising UI bene…ts in the general case (see Appendix A):
@W
1
=
@b
where

=

T D
T

f

@s0 =@a
@s0 =@w

"D;b

g

denotes the fraction of his life that the agent spends employed and "D;b =

(11)
b @D
D @b

is

the elasticity of unemployment durations with respect to bene…ts. The elasticity "d;b includes both
the moral hazard and liquidity e¤ects of UI, and can be computed from an estimate of @s0 =@b.
Equation (11) parallels (8) for the static case, except that the parameters re‡ect derivatives with
respect to permanent changes in annuity income and the UI bene…t level rather than changes in
period 1 only.

Note that the formula still depends on the e¤ects of b and a on s0 , i.e. search

intensity at the beginning of the spell, an issue taken into account in empirical implementation.
The optimal bene…t level b satis…es

@W
@b (b

) = 0.

Discussion. An important implication of (11) is that the optimal bene…t level does not necessarily fall with "D;b , as is commonly thought. It matters whether a higher value of "D;b comes
from a larger liquidity ( @s0 =@a) or moral hazard (@s0 =@w) component. If the elasticity is large
because of the liquidity e¤ect, UI is essentially reducing the need for agents to rush back to work
because they have insu¢ cient ability to smooth consumption; if the elasticity is large because of the
moral hazard e¤ect, UI is subsidizing unproductive leisure. In this sense, the test provides a new
method of quantifying the extent to which the full insurance benchmark is violated. The agent’s
capacity to smooth marginal utilities is assessed by examining the e¤ect of transitory income shocks
6
The key point is that consumption reverts to the annuitized value of permanent-income after re-employment. If
human capital depreciates rapidly over the unemployment spell –a possibility ruled out by assumption in the present
model –the resulting decline in permanent income could make larger. In this case, one can apply equation (22) in
Appendix A, which provides an exact formula for @W
that includes the term. An estimate of could in principle
@b
be obtained using consumption data or data on the responsiveness of search intensity to bene…ts and cash grants
that vary over the spell.
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on the consumption of leisure instead of goods as in earlier studies (Cochrane 1991, Gruber 1997).
More generally, the key idea underlying the test is to measure the value of insurance using
revealed preference. The e¤ect of a lump-sum cash grant on the unemployment duration reveals
the extent to which the insurance bene…t permits the agent to attain a more socially desirable
allocation.

For example, suppose the agent spends an extra week searching when the bene…t

level is raised by 10%.

If a lump-sum grant equivalent to the increase in the UI bene…t has no

e¤ect on the duration of search, we infer that the agent is taking more time to …nd a job purely
because of the price subsidy for doing so.

In this case, UI does not provide any bene…t and

simply creates ine¢ ciency by taxing work, leading to

@W
@b

< 0. In contrast, if the agent raises his

duration substantially even when he receives a non-distortionary cash grant, we infer that the UI
bene…t permits him to make a more (socially) optimal choice, i.e. the choice he would make when
incentives are not distorted and markets are more complete. In this case,

@W
@b

is larger.

The test proposed here o¤ers an alternative to the consumption-based test for optimal bene…ts
of Baily (1978) and Chetty (2006a) and the reservation-wage test of Shimer and Werning (2007).
The three tests each identify a di¤erent “su¢ cient statistic” that fully encodes the marginal value
of insurance. One advantage of the liquidity vs. moral hazard test is that it only requires data
on unemployment durations, which are typically more precise and widely available than data on
consumption or reservation wages. In addition, this method does not rely on state-independence
or a speci…c parametrization of the utility function.
The cost of this parsimonious approach is the assumption that an agent’s actions reveal what
maximizes his utility.

To see why this may be a concern, suppose the provision of UI bene…ts

has no e¤ect on subsequent job match quality.

Under the revealed preference test, this …nding

would have no bearing on the optimal bene…t level – it does not matter if the worker rationally
chooses to use the money to consume more leisure or search for a better match.

However, one

may believe that workers have time-inconsistent preferences that lead them to suboptimally reduce
search e¤ort when they have more liquidity. In such an environment, where the preferences revealed
by choice are not those that the social planner wishes to maximize, data on outcomes are needed to
calculate the bene…ts of insurance. In view of this limitation, the revealed preference test should
be interpreted as a libertarian benchmark. The test identi…es the bene…t level that is best from
the perspective of correcting market failures without intervening in individual choice.
In the remainder of the paper, I implement (11) by estimating
using the identity in (10) to calculate

@s0
@w .
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@s0
@b

and

@s0
@a

empirically and

3

Empirical Analysis I: The Role of Constraints

3.1

Estimation Strategy

The model suggests a natural …rst step in evaluating the empirical relevance of liquidity e¤ects:
compare the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on durations for “unconstrained” individuals – who are able to
smooth marginal utilities perfectly and have
– who have

> 0.

= u0 (cut ) v 0 (cet ) = 0 –and “constrained”individuals

For unconstrained individuals, the bene…t-duration elasticity re‡ects the

pure moral hazard e¤ect of UI. For constrained individuals, the elasticity re‡ects the sum of the
moral hazard and liquidity e¤ects. Comparing the elasticity estimates gives an indication of the
importance of liquidity relative to moral hazard. For instance, if the e¤ects of bene…ts on durations
were much stronger in the unconstrained group, it would be unlikely that liquidity e¤ects are large.
To implement this heterogeneity analysis, I divide individuals into unconstrained and constrained groups and estimate bene…t-duration elasticities for each group using cross-state and time
variation in unemployment bene…t levels. The ideal de…nition of the constrained group would be
the set of households whose consumption is sensitive to transitory income shocks. Unfortunately,
there is no panel dataset that contains high-frequency information on both household consumption
and labor supply in the U.S. I therefore use proxies which identify households that are likely to
be able to smooth intertemporally using savings and borrowing. Since unemployment shocks are
small relative to lifetime wealth, such individuals should have

' 0.7

The proxy I focus on in this paper is liquid wealth net of unsecured debt, which I term “net
wealth.” Browning and Crossley (2001), Bloemen and Stancanelli (2005), and Sullivan (2007) report
evidence from various panel datasets showing that households with little or no …nancial assets prior
to job loss su¤er consumption drops during unemployment that are mitigated by provision of UI
bene…ts.

In contrast, households with higher assets exhibit little sensitivity of consumption to

unemployment or UI bene…t levels.

These …ndings suggest the use of net wealth as a proxy for

being unconstrained.
I also consider two secondary proxies: spousal work status and mortgage status prior to job
loss.

Browning and Crossley …nd larger consumption drops and higher sensitivity to UI among

single-earner households. Their interpretation of this …nding is that those with a second income
source are more likely to be able to borrow since at least one person is employed.8 The mortgage
7

An alternative strategy, which I do not pursue here because of data limitations, is to distinguish households by
their ability to smooth consumption across states through risk-sharing mechanisms.
8
A countervailing e¤ect is that households with a single earner may be able to maintain their prior standard of
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proxy is motivated by Gruber’s (1998) …nding that fewer than 5% of the unemployed sell their
homes during a spell, whereas renters move much more frequently.

Consequently, an individual

making mortgage payments before job loss e¤ectively has less ability to smooth the remainder of
his consumption (Chetty and Szeidl 2007), and is more likely to be constrained than a renter.
Although these proxies predict being constrained on average, they are imperfect predictors for
two reasons.

First, some households classi…ed as unconstrained are presumably misallocated to

the constrained group and vice-versa. Second, no household truly has

= 0 because insurance

markets are likely to be incomplete, and intertemporal smoothing itself cannot fully eliminate consumption ‡uctuations. There is probably a small liquidity e¤ect even among the groups classi…ed
as unconstrained. Since I attribute the entire response among the group classi…ed as unconstrained
to moral hazard, both of these misclassi…cation errors lead to underestimation of the liquidity e¤ect
relative to moral hazard.

3.2

Data

I use data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) panels spanning 19852000.

Each panel of the SIPP follows households for a period of two to four years.

Relative

to other widely used datasets for the U.S. such as the CPS and PSID, the main bene…ts of the
SIPP are the availability of asset data, high-frequency information on employment status, and large
sample size. At each interview, households are asked questions about their activities during the
past four months, including weekly labor force status. Unemployed individuals are asked whether
they received unemployment bene…ts in each month.
Starting from the universe of job separations in the pooled SIPP panels, I restrict attention to
prime-age males who (a) report searching for a job, (b) are not on temporary layo¤, (c) have at least
three months of work history in the survey (so that pre-unemployment wages can be computed),
and (d) took up UI bene…ts within one month after job loss.9 Details on the sample construction
and SIPP database are given in Appendix B. The restrictions leave 4,560 unemployment spells
in the core analysis sample.

Asset data are generally collected only once in each panel, so pre-

living more easily if the other earner can enter the labor force to make up for the lost income. Browning and Crossley’s
…ndings suggest that this e¤ect is dominated by the added intertemporal smoothing capacity of dual earners, so that
on net households with two earners are less constrained.
9
Restricting the sample to those who take up UI could lead to selection bias because the takeup decision is
endogenous to the bene…t level (Anderson and Meyer 1997). I …nd that the elasticity of takeup with respect to the
bene…t level is similar across the constrained and unconstrained groups, suggesting that endogeneity is unlikely to be
responsible for the heterogeneous e¤ects estimated below.
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unemployment asset data is available for approximately half of these observations.
The …rst column of Table 1 gives summary statistics for the core sample. Monetary values are
in real 1990 dollars in this and all subsequent tables.

The median UI recipient is a high school

graduate and has pre-UI gross annual earnings of $20,726. Perhaps the most striking statistic is
pre-unemployment wealth: median liquid wealth net of unsecured debt is only $128, suggesting that
many unemployed individuals may not be in a position to smooth consumption while unemployed.
Information on UI laws was obtained from the Employment and Training Administration (various years) and supplemented with information directly from individual states.

Unfortunately,

measurement error and inadequate information about pre-unemployment wages for many claimants
make it di¢ cult to predict each claimant’s bene…t level precisely. I therefore use three independent
methods to proxy for each claimant’s (unobserved) actual UI bene…ts. First, I use average bene…ts
for each state/year pair obtained from the Department of Labor in lieu of each individual’s actual
UI bene…t amount. Second, I proxy for the actual bene…t using maximum weekly bene…t amounts,
which are the primary source of variation in bene…t levels across states, since most states replace
50% of a claimant’s wages up to a maximum bene…t level.

Third, I simulate each individual’s

weekly UI bene…t using a two-stage procedure. In the …rst stage, I predict each claimant’s preunemployment annual income using education, age, occupation, and other demographics. In the
second stage, I predict each claimant’s unemployment bene…ts using a simulation program that assigns each claimant a bene…t based on the predicted wage, state, and year of claim. See Appendix
B for further details on the motivation for and implementation of this two-stage procedure.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Graphical Evidence and Non-Parametric Tests

I begin by providing graphical evidence on the e¤ect of unemployment bene…ts on durations in
constrained and unconstrained groups.

First consider the asset proxy for constraints.

I divide

households into four quartiles based on their net liquid wealth. Table 1 shows summary statistics
for each of the four quartiles. Households in the lower net liquid wealth quartiles are poorer and
less educated, but the di¤erences between the four groups are not very large.

As a result, UI

bene…t levels are fairly constant across the groups. In particular, the replacement rate – de…ned
as each individual’s simulated unemployment bene…t divided by his predicted wage – is close to
50% on average in all four quartiles.

This similarity of bene…t and income levels suggests that
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di¤erences in bene…t-duration elasticities across the quartiles are unlikely to be driven purely by
di¤erences in the levels around which the elasticities are estimated.
Figures 1a-d show the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on job-…nding rates for households in the each of the
four quartiles of the net wealth distribution. Since ex-post asset levels are endogenous to duration
of unemployment, households for whom asset data are available only after job loss are excluded
when constructing these …gures. Including these households turns out to have little e¤ect on the
results, as we will see below in the regression analysis.

I construct the …gures by …rst dividing

the full sample of UI claimants into two categories: those that are in (state, year) pairs that have
average weekly bene…t amounts above the sample median and those below the median. I then plot
Kaplan-Meier survival curves for these two groups using the households in the relevant net wealth
quartile. Note that the di¤erences in average individual replacement rates between the low and
high-bene…t are fairly similar in the four quartiles.
These and all subsequent survival curves plotted using the SIPP data are adjusted for the “seam
e¤ect”in panel surveys. Individuals are interviewed at 4 month intervals in the SIPP and tend to
repeat answers about weekly job status in the past four months. Consequently, a disproportionately
large number of transitions in labor force status are reported on the “seam” between interviews,
leading to arti…cal spikes in the hazard rate at 4 and 8 months. These spikes are smoothed out by
…tting a Cox model with a time-varying indicator for being on a seam between interviews, and then
recovering the baseline hazards to construct a seam-adjusted Kaplan-Meier curve. The resulting
survival curves give the probability of remaining unemployed after t weeks for an individual who
never crosses an interview seam. The results are similar if the raw data is used without adjusting
for the seam e¤ect.
Figure 1a shows that higher UI bene…ts lead to much lower job-…nding rates for individuals in
the lowest wealth quartile. For example, 15 weeks after job loss, 55% of individuals in low-bene…t
state/years are still unemployed, compared with 68% of individuals in high-bene…t state/years.
A nonparametric Wilcoxon test rejects the null hypothesis that the survival curves are identical
with p < 0:01.10

Figure 1b constructs the same survival curves for the second wealth quartile.

UI bene…ts have a smaller e¤ect on durations in this group. At 15 weeks, 63% of individuals in
the low-bene…t group are still unemployed, vs. 70% in the high bene…t group.

Equality of the

survival curves is rejected with p = 0:04. Figures 1c and 1d show that e¤ect of UI on durations
10

The non-parametric test is conducted on the raw data because adjusting for the seam e¤ect requires a parametric
assumption about the hazard rate.
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virtually disappears in the third and fourth quartiles of the wealth distribution. Not surprisingly,
the equality of the survival curves is not rejected in these two groups. The fact that UI has little
e¤ect on durations in the unconstrained groups suggests that it induces little moral hazard among
these households.
The secondary proxies con…rm these results.

Figure 2a shows that UI bene…ts have a clear,

statistically signi…cant e¤ect on job …nding rates among households that are paying o¤ mortgages
prior to job loss. In contrast, Figure 2b shows that the e¤ect is smaller for households that are not
paying o¤ mortgages and are hence less constrained.11

Results are similar for the spousal work

proxy: UI bene…ts have a much larger e¤ect on job …nding hazards for single-earner families than
dual-earner families (see Figure 2 in the working paper).
The preceding results show that the interaction e¤ect of UI bene…ts and wealth (or other proxies)
on durations is negative. An alternative approach to evaluating the importance of liquidity is to
study the direct e¤ect of the cross-sectional variation in wealth on durations, testing in particular
if durations are an increasing and concave function of wealth.

I focus on the variation in UI

bene…ts because changes in UI laws are credibly exogenous to individuals’preferences. In contrast,
conditional on demographics and income, cross-sectional variation in wealth holdings arises from
heterogeneity in tastes for savings, confounding the e¤ect of wealth on duration in the cross-section.
For example, UI claimants with higher assets are also likely to have lower discount rates or higher
anticipated expenses (e.g., college tuition payments), and hence may be reluctant to deplete their
assets to …nance a longer spell of unemployment.12 In practice, I …nd no robust relationship between
assets and unemployment durations in the cross-section (as indicated by the mean durations by
quartile reported in Table 1), suggesting that the use of exogenous variation such as UI bene…ts is
quite important. The same issue also motivates my focus on severance pay as a source of variation
in wealth to identify the liquidity e¤ect in section 4.
3.3.2

Hazard Model Estimates

I evaluate the robustness of the graphical results by estimating a set of Cox hazard models in Table
2. Let hi;t denote the unemployment exit hazard rate for individual i in week t of an unemployment
11
In contrast with the other proxies, the constrained types in this speci…cation (homeowners with mortgages) have
higher income, education, and wealth than the unconstrained types, who are primarily renters. This makes it
somewhat less likely that the di¤erences in the bene…t elasticity of duration across constrained and unconstrained
groups is spuriously driven by other di¤erences across the groups such as income or education.
12
More generally, wealthier individuals may have unobserved characteristics (e.g. skills, job search technologies)
that lead to di¤erent durations for reasons unrelated to their wealth.
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spell,

t

the “baseline” hazard rate in week t, bi the unemployment bene…t level for individual i,

and Xi;t a set of controls. Throughout, I censor durations at 50 weeks to reduce the in‡uence of
outliers and focus on search behavior in the year after job loss.
Since the formula in (11) calls for estimates of the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on search behavior at
the beginning of the spell, I estimate hazard models of the following form:
log hi;t =
Here, the coe¢ cient

1

t

+

1 log bi

+

2t

log bi +

3 Xi;t

(12)

gives the elasticity of the hazard rate with respect to UI bene…ts at the

beginning of the spell (t = 0) because the interaction term t log bi captures any time-varying e¤ect
of UI bene…ts on hazards. Note that the search model does not make a clear prediction about the
sign of

2.

The e¤ect of UI bene…ts could diminish over time (

for which bene…ts remain available is falling.

But

2

2

< 0) because the number of weeks

could also be positive because households

are increasingly constrained and thus more sensitive to cash-on-hand late in the spell. In practice,
there is no robust, statistically signi…cant pattern in the

2

coe¢ cients across the quartiles, and I

therefore do not report them in Table 2 in the interest of space.13
I …rst estimate (12) on the full sample to identify the unconditional e¤ect of UI on the hazard
rate. In this speci…cation, as in most others, I use the average UI bene…t level in the individual’s
(state,year) pair to proxy for bi in light of the measurement-error issues discussed above.

This

speci…cation includes the following controls: state, year, industry, and occupation …xed e¤ects;
a 10 piece log-linear spline for the claimant’s pre-unemployment wage; linear controls for total
(illiquid+liquid) wealth, age, education; and dummies for marital status, and being on the seam
between interviews to adjust for the seam e¤ect.

Standard errors in this and all subsequent

speci…cations are clustered by state. The estimate in column 1 of Table 2 indicates that a 10%
increase in the UI bene…t rate reduces the hazard rate by 5.3% in the pooled sample, consistent
with the estimates of prior studies.

The estimate of

2

= 0:001 (s.e. = 0:008), indicating that

there is no detectable variation in the UI bene…t e¤ect over the spell.
To examine the heterogeneity of the UI e¤ect, I estimate separate coe¢ cients for each of the
four quartiles of the net wealth distribution. These speci…cations include all households for which
asset data are available either before or after the spell.
13

Consistent with the graphical evidence,

The only stable pattern across the speci…cations is that 2 is slightly negative in the highest wealth quartile
(around 0:03). This could be because households that are intially unconstrained become increasingly liquidity
constrained as they deplete their bu¤er stocks.
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the estimates are similar (but less precise) if only households with ex-ante asset data are included.
Let Qi;j denote an indicator variable that is 1 if agent i belongs to quartile j of the wealth
distribution. Let

t;j

denote the baseline job-…nding hazard for individuals in quartile j in week

s of the unemployment spell. Columns 2-5 of Table 2 report estimates of f

j
1 gj=1;2;3;4

from the

following strati…ed Cox model:
log hitj =
In this equation,

j
1

t;j

+

j
1 Qi;j

log bi +

j
2 Qi;j (t

log bi ) +

3 Xitj

(13)

corresponds to the elasticity of the hazard rate w.r.t. UI bene…ts at t = 0 in

quartile j of the net wealth distribution. Speci…cation (2) of Table 2 reports estimates of (13) with
no controls (no X).

The e¤ect of UI bene…ts declines monotonically with net wealth.

Among

households in the lowest quartile of net wealth, a 10% increase in UI bene…ts reduces the hazard
rate by 7.2%. In contrast, there is a much weaker association between the level of UI bene…ts and
the hazard among households in the third and fourth quartiles of net wealth. The null hypothesis
that UI bene…ts have the same e¤ect on hazard rates in the …rst and fourth quartiles is rejected
with p < 0:05, as is the null hypothesis that the mean UI e¤ect for below-median wealth households
is the same as that for above-median wealth households.
Speci…cation (3) replicates (2) with the full set of controls used in column (1), including state
and year …xed e¤ects so that the coe¢ cients are identi…ed from changes in UI laws within states
rather than cross-state comparisons. This speci…cation also includes interactions of the wage spline
and industry/occupation dummies with the wealth quartile indicators, allowing these variables to
have di¤erent e¤ects across the quartiles. The pattern of the coe¢ cients is unchanged, although
the magnitudes of the coe¢ cients in the …rst three quartiles is somewhat larger, perhaps because
exogenous changes in UI laws are more e¤ectively isolated when the controls are included.
In speci…cations (4) and (5), I explore robustness to changes in the de…nition of bi . Both of these
speci…cations include the control set used in (3). Column (4) uses the maximum UI bene…t level
in individual i’s state/year and column (5) uses the simulated bene…t for each individual i using
the two-stage procedure described above.

In the maximum bene…t speci…cation, the coe¢ cient

estimates are all smaller than their counterparts in (3), but the pattern is preserved: the e¤ect
of bene…ts is larger for low-wealth individuals and the hypothesis tests of equivalent e¤ects in the
lower and upper quartiles are both rejected with p < 0:01.

In the individual simulated bene…t

speci…cation, UI bene…ts are estimated to have little e¤ect on durations in the highest wealth
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quartile, and the elasticity estimates are declining from quartiles 2 to 4.

However, the estimate

for the …rst quartile is smaller than that in the second quartile, breaking the monotonic declining
pattern obtained with the other measures of bene…ts.
I have estimated a set of speci…cations analogous to (13) for the spousal work and mortgage
proxies. An example is in column 6 of Table 2, which reports estimates of the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on
job-…nding hazards for households with and without a mortgage prior to job loss. This speci…cation
includes the same controls as in column 3, except that the relevant covariates are interacted with
the mortgage indicator rather than the asset quartiles. The estimates indicate that bene…ts have
a considerably larger e¤ect on durations among households that have mortgages. See Table 3 in
the working paper for additional estimates using the spousal work and mortgage proxies.
I have also …t a variety of other speci…cations to further probe the robustness of the results
(see Table 2b in the working paper). The estimates are similar when high income individuals are
excluded or temporary layo¤s are included. Results are also similar with controls for the average
wage income in each state and year from the BLS, or when the wealth quartiles are de…ned in terms
of wealth divided by wages.

Unlike with liquid wealth, I …nd no systematic link between home

equity and the bene…t-duration elasticity. This is consistent with the importance of liquidity, since
accessing home equity is di¢ cult when one is unemployed (Hurst and Sta¤ord 2004). Finally, I …nd
no relationship between the level of bene…ts and durations for a control group of individuals who
do not receive UI . This “placebo test” supports the identi…cation assumption that the variation
in UI bene…ts is orthogonal to unobservable determinants of durations.
In summary, the SIPP data indicate that the link between unemployment bene…ts and durations
documented in earlier studies is driven by a subset of the population that has limited ability to
smooth consumption.

This pattern is suggestive of a substantial liquidity e¤ect.

If one were

to assume that substitution e¤ects are similar across unconstrained and constrained groups, this
evidence would be su¢ cient to infer that liquidity e¤ects are large.

However, this assumption

may be untenable: households with low liquidity might have di¤erent preferences that generate
larger substitution e¤ects than unconstrained households.14 I therefore turn to a second empirical
strategy to identify the magnitude of the liquidity e¤ect.
14

Even if constrained and unconstrained households have the same utility functions, their preferences could di¤er
locally because their mean levels of consumption and assets di¤er. This is a further reason for caution in making
inferences about the magnitude of the liquidity e¤ect purely from the evidence documented thus far.
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4

Empirical Analysis II: Severance Pay and Durations

4.1

Estimation Strategy

The ideal way to estimate the liquidity e¤ect would be a randomized experiment where some job
losers are given lump-sum grants while others are not.

Since lump-sum grants do not distort

marginal incentives to search, they yield an estimate of the pure liquidity e¤ect.

Lacking such

an experiment, I exploit variation in severance pay policies across …rms in the U.S.15 Severance
payments are lump-sum cash grants made at the time of job loss. The most common severance
policy is one week of wages per year of service at the …rm; however, some companies have ‡atter or
steeper pro…les with respect to job tenure, and others make no severance payments at all (Lee Hecht
Harrisson 2001). Many companies have minimum job tenure thresholds to be eligible for severance
pay, ranging from 3 to 5 years. For regular employees, there is little variation in severance packages
within a given …rm and tenure bracket. Hence, conditional on tenure, the variation in receipt of
severance pay is driven primarily by cross-…rm di¤erences in policies.
I estimate the e¤ect of severance pay on unemployment durations using hazard models similar
to those above:
log hi;t =

t

+

1 sevi

+

2 sevi

where sevi is an indicator for receipt of severance pay.

t + Xi;t

The coe¢ cient

(14)
1

identi…es the e¤ect of

lump sum grants on job …nding hazards at the beginning of the spell if receipt of severance pay
is orthogonal to other determinants of durations. After estimating the baseline model, I evaluate
this key orthogonality condition.

4.2

Data

The data for this portion of the study come from two surveys conducted by Mathematica on behalf
of the Department of Labor. The datasets contain information on unemployment durations, demographic characteristics, and most importantly for this study, an indicator for receipt of severance
pay. The …rst dataset is a representative sample of job losers in Pennsylvania in 1991. The second
dataset is a sample of unemployment durations in 25 states in 1998 that oversamples UI exhaustees.
15
Receipt of severance pay intended to supplement UI bene…ts typically does not a¤ect eligibility for UI, although
some states can delay bene…ts if the claimant receives “wages in lieu of notice” (Kodryzcki 1998, McCulloch 1998).
In Pennsylvania, the unemployment compensation law explicitly states that severance pay does not a¤ect UI bene…ts
(Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry 2007). Restricting the analysis to the Pennsylvania dataset below
yields results similar to those obtained for the pooled sample.
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Throughout the analysis, the data are reweighted using the sampling weights to obtain estimates
for a representative sample of job losers.
For comparability to the preceding results, I make the same exclusions after pooling the two
datasets to arrive at the …nal sample used in the analysis. In particular, I include only prime-age
males and discard all individuals who expected a recall at the time of layo¤ (including temporary
layo¤s does not a¤ect the results, as above). These exclusions leave 2,441 individuals in the sample,
of whom 471 (18%) report receiving a severance payment at job loss. Details on the Mathematica
datasets and sample construction are given in Appendix C.
Two measures of “unemployment duration”are available in these datasets: (1) an administrative
record of the number of weeks for which UI bene…ts were paid (“compensated duration”) and (2)
the number of weeks from the end date of the individual’s previous job to the (self-reported) start of
the next job (“unemployment duration”). For consistency with the SIPP estimates, I focus on the
second measure here. Results are similar, and more precisely estimated, using the administrative
measure.
Table 3 shows summary statistics for severance pay recipients and non-recipients. The sample
generally looks quite similar on observables to the SIPP sample used above. Given the minimum
tenure eligibility requirement, it is not surprising that severance pay recipients have much higher
median job tenures than non-recipients. Correspondingly, severance pay recipients are older and
higher in observable characteristics than non-recipients. These di¤erences underscore why one must
be careful in drawing causal inferences from comparing severance pay recipients and non-recipients.

4.3

Results

I begin again with graphical evidence. Figure 3 shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves for two groups
of individuals: those who received severance pay and those who did not. Since pre-unemployment
job tenure is an important determinant of severance pay and is also highly positively correlated with
durations, I control for it throughout the analysis. These survival curves have been adjusted for
tenure by …tting a cox model with tenure as the only regressor and recovering the baseline hazards
for each group. Severance pay recipients have signi…cantly lower job …nding hazards. As a result,
68% of individuals who received severance pay remain unemployed after 10 weeks, compared with
75% among those who received no severance payment.
An obvious concern in interpreting this result as evidence of a liquidity e¤ect is that it may re‡ect
correlation rather than causality because severance pay recipients di¤er from non-recipients. For
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instance, …rms that o¤er severance packages might do so because their workers have accumulated
more speci…c human capital and are likely to take a long time to …nd a suitable new job.

This

would induce a spurious correlation between severance pay and durations in the cross-section.
I use two approaches to examine the causality of severance pay. First, I investigate whether the
e¤ect of severance pay di¤ers across constrained and unconstrained groups. The model in section
2 indicates that severance pay – which is a minor fraction of lifetime wealth – should causally
a¤ect durations only among households that cannot smooth consumption. In contrast, alternative
explanations such as the one proposed above would not necessarily predict a di¤erential e¤ect of
severance pay across constrained and unconstrained households. Hence, the heterogeneity of the
estimated severance pay e¤ect yields insight into the causality of severance pay.
Implementing this test requires division of households into constrained and unconstrained
groups.

Unfortunately, the Mathematica surveys do not contain data on assets and the other

proxies for constraint status used in the SIPP data. To overcome this problem, I predict assets
for each household with an equation estimated using OLS on the SIPP sample.

The prediction

equation is a linear function of age, wage, education, and marital status. I then divide households
into two groups, above and below the median level of predicted assets.

Note that results based

on predicted assets (using the same prediction equation) and reported assets are similar in the
SIPP data: the total elasticity of duration w.r.t. UI bene…ts is much larger among households with
predicted assets below the median than for those above the median. Hence, the predicted asset
measure succeeds in identifying the households whose search behavior is sensitive to UI bene…ts.
Figures 4a-b replicate Figure 3 for the two groups. Figure 4a shows that receipt of severance pay
is associated with a large increase in survival probabilities for constrained (low asset) households.
Figure 4b shows that severance pay has a much smaller e¤ect on search behavior for households
that are likely to be wealthier.

Results are similar if households are split into constrained and

unconstrained groups on the basis of age or income alone. Results are also una¤ected by changes
in the functional form of the asset prediction equation, prediction via quantile regression instead of
OLS, or trimming of outliers. The fact that severance pay a¤ects durations only in the group of
households that are sensitive to UI bene…ts (those who are likely to be constrained) supports the
claim that liquidity e¤ects drive a substantial portion of the UI-duration link.
As a second approach to examining the causality of severance pay, I assess the sensitivity of
the severance pay e¤ect to controlling for observed heterogeneity. I estimate variants of the Cox
model in (14), censoring all durations at 50 weeks as in the SIPP data. I …rst estimate a model
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with only a linear tenure control and a the time-varying interaction of severance pay with weeks
unemployed.

I then estimate the model with the following control set: ten piece linear splines

for log pre-unemployment wage and job tenure; dummies for prior industry, occupation, and year;
and controls for age, marital status, and education (using a dummy for dropout status and college
graduation). The …rst two columns of Table 4 show that receipt of severance pay is estimated to
lower the job-…nding hazard at the beginning of the spell by
1

=

1

=

18% in the tenure-control and

23% in the full-control speci…cation. The estimated value of

2

= 1:3% (s.e. = 0:2%) in

both speci…cations. The e¤ect of severance pay on search intensity diminishes over time, as one
might expect if individuals deplete the grant over the course of the spell.
Speci…cations (3) and (4) estimate separate severance pay coe¢ cients for constrained (belowmedian predicted assets) and unconstrained (above-median) households.

The baseline hazards

are strati…ed by predicted wealth group (above/below median) and the wage spline and industry/occupation dummies are interacted with the predicted wealth dummy, as in the SIPP speci…cations.16 Consistent with Figure 4, the estimates indicate that severance pay reduces initial job
…nding hazards in the low-wealth group by 46-49%, but has little or no e¤ect in the high-wealth
group.

The hypothesis that the e¤ect of severance pay is the same in the low and high wealth

groups is rejected with p < 0:01.

Predicting whether the individual is above or below median

wealth directly in the …rst stage, and interacting the predicted probability with the severance pay
dummy when estimating the Cox model yields the same conclusion.
Although these …ndings all point toward a substantial liquidity e¤ect, the evidence cannot be
viewed as fully conclusive because the variation in cash grants is not randomized.

One might,

for instance, be concerned that low wealth workers with job-speci…c capital are especially likely to
select into …rms that o¤er severance payments, explaining the di¤erential correlations in Figures
4a-b. Such concerns can be addressed only with a research design where the variation is severance
pay is known to be exogenous. Reassuringly, in a followup study that exploits quasi-experimental
variation in severance payments created by a discontinuity in the Austrian severance pay system,
Card, Chetty, and Weber (2007) document a substantial e¤ect of severance pay on durations,
consistent with the evidence here. Further analysis along these lines is needed to obtain the most
precise and compelling estimates of the liquidity e¤ect in the U.S.
16

Unlike in the SIPP speci…cations, I restrict the time interaction of severance pay with weeks unemployed to be the
same across wealth groups here in order to increase power. Introducing an interaction yields similar point estimates
but larger standard errors because the number of severance pay recipients is relatively small.
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5

Calibration: Welfare Implications

I now combine the severance pay and UI bene…t estimates to calculate how much of the bene…tduration link is due to the liquidity e¤ect. Recall that the liquidity e¤ect @s0 =@a depends on the
e¤ect of a $1 increase in an annuity payment. However, severance payments are typically one-time
grants made at the start of the unemployment spell, i.e. variation in A0 . Mapping the estimate
of @s0 =@A0 in section 4 into @s0 =@a requires some assumptions about the agent’s intertemporal
TP1
1
preferences. Assume that r = , and let k( ) =
(1+ )t =T < 1 represent the average discount
t=0

factor applied to the annuity stream. In Appendix A, I derive the following lower bound for the
magnitude of the liquidity e¤ect:

j

@s0
j
@a

b @s0 jk( )
Dj
@A0

(15)

b is the mean compensated unemployment duration, the expected number of weeks for
where D

which bene…ts are received.17 To simplify this expression further, consider the approximation that
cut and cet do not vary with t, i.e. the consumption paths when unemployed and re-employed are
‡at. When

= 0, this leads to
@s0
b @s0
=D
@a
@A0

(16)

To understand the intuition for these formulas, …rst consider (16). When cet does not vary with the
date of re-employment, only the portion of the annuity received while unemployed a¤ects search
behavior, since the annuity adds to both Vt and Ut equally after reemployment. If u0 (cut ) is constant
over the spell and

= 0, the date at which this payment is received does not matter. Thus the

b
annuity has exactly the same e¤ect on s0 as a cash grant of equal expected value, $D.
> 0, (16) overstates the magnitude of

payment.

@s0
@a

When

b grant is more valuable than a $1 annuity
because a $D

This is the source of the k( ) shrinkage factor in (15).

Finally, if one takes account

of the fact that the consumption paths decline with spell length, the annuity becomes relatively
more valuable because it provides income in states where the marginal utility is higher.

This

approximation makes (16) understate the true liquidity e¤ect, and leads to the inequality in (15).
17
In the model, there is no di¤erence between the compensated and total duration because UI bene…ts are permanent. However, if UI bene…ts are provided at a constant level for T periods and the agent lives for T 0 > T periods,
the liquidity e¤ect equals the e¤ect of an annuity that lasts for T periods on s0 . This is why the mean compensated
duration and the maximum duration of UI bene…ts are relevant for assessing the present value of the annuity.
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Since the maximum duration of unemployment bene…ts is relatively short in the U.S. (six
months), I assume that

= r = 0 over this horizon and use the approximation of ‡at consumption

paths. I calculate the liquidity e¤ect as a percentage of the total UI bene…t e¤ect using (10) and
(16). I …rst rescale the estimates of the severance pay and UI bene…t e¤ects into comparable units.
Based on a survey of …rms by Lee Hecht Harrison (2001), I calculate that the mean severance
payment equals 6.7 weeks of wages (see Appendix C). At the mean wage replacement rate of 50%,
this corresponds to 13.4 weeks of UI bene…ts. The mean weeks of compensated unemployment in
b = 15:8. Hence, receipt of severance pay is equivalent to an annuity
the Mathematica sample is D
that pays 13:4=15:8 = 85% of the UI bene…t level each week.
To map the hazard model estimates into values of

@s0
@a

and

@s0
@b ,

let h0 denote the baseline

hazard rate in the …rst period for an agent who receives the mean UI bene…t and does not receive
a severance payment.

Let hs1 denote the hazard for an individual who receives the severance

payment and hb1 denote the hazard for an individual whose UI bene…t level is doubled. Using the
full-controls estimates from column 1 of Table 2 and column 2 of Table 4 yields hb1 =h0 = exp( 0:58)
and hs1 =h0 = exp( 0:23). It follows that
[hs1 h0 ]=h0
exp( 0:23)
@s0 @s0
=
=
=
b
@a @b
exp(
0:53)
0:85 [h1 h0 ]=h0

1
= 0:6.
0:85

1
1

The point estimates imply that the liquidity e¤ect accounts for roughly 60% of the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on durations in the U.S., leaving a residual of 40% accounted for by moral hazard. While these
numbers should be interpreted as rough estimates given sampling error and the approximations
made above, the calculation indicates that the liquidity e¤ect is substantial.
Welfare Gain. Using the preceding estimate, one can calculate
unemployment rate 1

@W
@b

by specifying "D;b and the

. To calculate "D;b , recall from speci…cation 1 of Table 2 that the e¤ect of

bene…ts on the hazard rate does not vary signi…cantly over the spell. Using the approximation that
the bene…t elasticity and baseline hazard rates are constant, D =

1
h

and "D;b =

@ log h0
@ log b

= 0:53.

Shimer and Werning (2007) report that there are 7.7 million unemployed individuals and 135 million
workers in the U.S., i.e.
@W
1
==
@b

=

f

135
142:7

= 0:946. Plugging these values into (11) yields

@s0 =@a
@s0 =@b @s0 =@a

"D;b

g=

1

0:946
0:946

(

0:6
0:4

0:53
) = 0:05
0:946

Starting from the mean bene…t level in the U.S. over the sample period, a $1 balanced-budget
increase in the weekly bene…t level would have raised each individual’s welfare by the equivalent
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of a 5 cent increase in weekly wage income, or $2.60 per year. Aggregating over the population,
the net welfare gain of raising the UI bene…t level by a dollar is equivalent to an increase in GDP
of $338 million. Starting from a mean bene…t of $200 per week, raising the bene…t level by 10%
would yield a gain equivalent to about $6.7 billion, roughly 0.1 percent of GDP.18 Since

@W
@b

>0

at prevailing bene…t levels, the optimal wage replacement rate for UI exceeds 50%. A replacement
rate of 50% might be near optimal since

@W
@b

is not very large.

This calculation should be viewed as a rough …rst pass because it abstracts from many factors.
First, it focuses only on the duration margin. UI bene…ts can distort other margins of behavior such
as the incidence of layo¤s, which may make a lower bene…t level desirable (Feldstein 1978, Topel
1983). Second, the analysis abstracts from the general equilibrium e¤ects of UI, which as pointed
out by Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) could make a higher bene…t desirable. Finally, the calculation assumes a representative agent. Given the concentration of the incidence of unemployment,
incorporating heterogeneity could a¤ect the calculation.
Keeping these caveats in mind, it is interesting to compare the result of the revealed preference
test with those of consumption and reservation-wage based studies. Baily (1978) and Gruber(1997)
…nd that

@W
@b

is substantially negative using plausible estimates of "d;b and the consumption drop

associated with job loss.

Indeed, their preferred calibrations using log utility imply an optimal

bene…t rate close to zero.

The reason for the sharp discrepancy is that the liquidity e¤ect esti-

mated here is inconsistent with the relatively low degrees of risk aversion considered by Baily and
Gruber.19 Shimer and Werning (2007) implement their formula using an estimate of the sensitivity
of reservation wages to bene…ts from Feldstein and Poterba (1984). They …nd that a $1 increase
in the bene…t level would yield a net welfare gain equivalent to raising GDP by $2.4 billion, six
times larger than the estimate obtained here. As Shimer and Werning emphasize, the credibility
of existing reservation wage elasticity estimates is questionable, particularly in view of more recent
evidence that UI bene…t levels have little impact on subsequent wage rates.
The moral hazard vs. liquidity analysis also has some policy implications beyond the level
of bene…ts.

For example, a commonly held view is that policies which increase the marginal

incentive to search – such as job-…nding bonuses or more stringent search requirements – can
18

This welfare gain calculation applies only locally at the level of bene…ts in the data. As b approaches the full
insurance level, @s0 =@a ! 0 and @W
(b) < 0. Conversely, the marginal welfare gain of UI is likely to be larger at low
@b
bene…t levels.
19
A strength of the formula proposed here is that it does not require an assumption about the level of risk aversion,
which can vary with context and may be di¢ cult to estimate (Chetty and Szeidl 2007, Shimer and Werning 2007).
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raise welfare signi…cantly by reducing the moral hazard problem.

The evidence here suggests

that e¤orts to shorten durations through such reforms would yield welfare gains 60% smaller than
suggested by studies that attribute the entire duration response to a substitution e¤ect.

The

analysis also sheds light on the debate regarding means-testing of temporary income assistance
programs. Recent evidence that UI does not smooth consumption for those who have high levels
of pre-unemployment assets points in favor of asset-testing.

However, UI does not appear to

signi…cantly a¤ect unemployment durations for this group either. Since means-testing generates a
distortionary incentive to save less, a universal bene…t may maximize welfare.

6

Conclusion

This paper has developed a “revealed preference” approach to analyzing optimal unemployment
insurance. UI bene…ts a¤ect search behavior through both a welfare-enhancing “liquidity e¤ect”
(due to increased consumption-smoothing ability) and a welfare-reducing “moral hazard”e¤ect (due
to a distortion in marginal incentives). The ratio of the liquidity e¤ect to the moral hazard e¤ect
reveals the extent to which UI permits the agent to attain a more desirable allocation, and encodes
the marginal welfare gain of raising the bene…t level.

Using data on unemployment durations

from the U.S., I estimate that 60% of the e¤ect of UI bene…ts on durations is due to the liquidity
e¤ect rather than moral hazard. This estimate implies that increasing the UI bene…t level from
prevailing rates would yield a small welfare gain. Hence, a wage replacement rate of 50% is near
optimal under the libertarian assumption that agents’choices reveal their true preferences.
While providing households’with resources to smooth income shocks appears to be valuable, one
must be careful in drawing implications for government policy from this …nding. Even if insuring
unemployment is bene…cial, government transfers may not be the best means of providing such
insurance.

Feldstein and Altman (1998) and Shimer and Werning (2006) argue that UI savings

accounts or low-interest loans are a better means of providing liquidity than transfers.
Finally, the revealed preference approach to valuing insurance proposed here can be applied to
a broad range of social and private insurance markets beyond unemployment. Several studies have
documented large behavioral responses to health insurance, disability insurance, workers compensation, and social security. Investigating the relative importance of moral hazard vs. liquidity in
these programs is a promising method of evaluating the welfare consequences of these programs.20
20

Nyman (2003) and Autor and Duggan (2007) discuss related issues in health and disability insurance.
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Appendix A: Optimal Bene…t Level in the General Case
Derivation of (10). Let cet;j denote consumption in period j if a job was found in period t
and cut consumption if unemployed in period t. For any variable x 2 fa; b; wg,
@s0
1 @V0
= 00 [
@x
@x

@U0
]
@x

j

(17)

Exploiting the envelope condition from agent optimization, we obtain the following derivatives for
the value functions:
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Using these expressions and equation (17), it follows that
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Derivation of (11) for
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The average marginal utility of consumption while employed conditional on …nding a job in period
0 is given by
j
1 TP1
1
1 @V0
Ev 0 (ce0;j ) =
v 0 (ce0;j ) =
T j=0 1 +
T @w
To derive (11), recall that J0 = (1
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(18)

Note that
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Using (10) and plugging these expressions into (18) yields
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by the expected welfare gain from increasing the wage by
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= 0 into this formula, we obtain (11).

Calibration of . Assume r = , so that the consumption path is ‡at after re-employment.
Taking a quadratic approximation to the utility function, some algebra yields the bound
v 0 (ce )

e
1 v0 (Ec0;j
e ) where Ect;j is the average level of consumption after re-employment, with strict equality
t;j
i¤ = 0. Intuitively, depends on the di¤erence in consumption if a new job is found immediately
Ece
(in period 0) or after a spell length of average duration. An upper bound on cet;j can be obtained
0;j

by recognizing that consumption if unemployed must be lower than consumption if employed (cut
ce0;j ). If cut = ce0;j , the agent’s wealth upon re-employment is lowered by the lost income during the
unemployment spell.
At an average unemployment duration of 18.3 weeks with a UI replacement rate of 50%, the
loss in wealth is 9:15w, where w is the weekly wage. Since consumption upon re-employment is
Ece
Xw 9:15w
proportional to (lifetime) wealth, cet;j
where X is the total weeks of work remaining
Xw
0;j
after re-employment. In the SIPP data, the average age of the job losers is 37. Assuming a mean
Ece
retirement age of 62 implies X = 25 52 = 1300. Hence cet;j
0:992. Translating this value
0;j
into an estimate of requires an assumption about the curvature of the utility function. Under
Ece
CRRA utility with coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion , = 1 ( cet;j ) . If = 2, a commonly
0;j

used value in the literature (Chetty 2006b),
0:015. With other parameters chosen as in section
@s0 @s0
@W
5 ( = 0:946, @a = @w = 0:6), it follows that @W
0:02. Hence, the
@b ( = 0)
@b ( = 0:015)
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= 0 approximation used in (11) leads to at most a modest upward bias in
not change the conclusion that @W
0 at current bene…t rates.
@b
Relationship between

@s0
@A

and
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@a .

@W
@b ,

one that would

The e¤ect of a lump-sum grant at t = 0 on search e¤ort is:

1
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The e¤ect of an increase in the annuity is
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where Eu0 ((cut ) = @U
@b =( 1 s0 ) is the average marginal utility of consumption while unemployed.
b = D is the expected unemployment duration conditional on having a positive
Note that D
1 s0
duration. As noted in the text, in a model where UI bene…ts have …nite duration, the liquidity
e¤ect would correspond to the e¤ect of an annuity with the same duration as the bene…ts. In this
b would equal the expected compensated unemployment duration conditional on having a
case, D
positive duration.
cut )
Given r = , v 0 (ce0;0 ) = v 0 (ce0;j ) for all j. Agent optimization implies > 0 and cut+1
0
u
u (ct ) is rising with t. Using these results, some algebra yields
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D
0;0
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conditions are met if cut and cet do not vary with t.
@s0
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When

= 0,

The last two

Appendix B: SIPP Sample and Variable De…nitions
The data used in section 3 are from the 1985, 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1996
panels of the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). The SIPP collected information
from a sample of approximately 13,000 households in 1985 that grew over time to over 36,000
households in 1996. Interviews were conducted every four months for a period of two to four years,
so the data span the beginning of 1985 to the middle of 2000.
Pooling the eight panels yield a universe of 468,766 individuals from 149,286 households. 99,880
of these individuals experience at least one job separation (as de…ned below) during the sample
period. Further restricting the sample to individuals between the ages of 18 and 65 who have at
least three months of work history and have been included in the panel for at least three months
leaves 78,168 individuals. Because of a problematic de…nition of unemployment status in the 1985
to 1987 versions of the SIPP, individuals sometimes report a job separation while also reporting
unemployment duration equal to zero. Rede…ning unemployment status to only include those who
report becoming unemployed and also a non-zero unemployment duration leaves 65,135 individuals.
I drop observations from Maine, Vermont, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Alaska, Idaho,
Montana, and Wyoming because the SIPP does not provide unique state identi…ers for individuals
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residing in these small states. This leaves me with a sample of 62,598 individuals and 86,921
unemployment spells. 33,149 of these spells are for women, whom I exclude. I also keep only
those individuals who report actively searching for a job, as de…ned below, to eliminate those who
have dropped out of the labor force. This leaves a sample of 16,784 individuals (3.6% of original
sample) who experienced a total of 21,796 unemployment spells. Next, I drop temporarily layo¤s,
since these individuals may not have been actively searching for a new job, leaving 21,107 spells.
I then exclude individuals who never received UI bene…ts, leaving 7,015 spells. Finally, I further
limit the sample to individuals who take up bene…ts within the …rst month after job loss because it
is unclear how UI should a¤ect hazards for individuals who delay takeup. This last step produces a
core sample consisting of 4,015 individuals (0.86% of the original sample) and 4,560 unemployment
spells, of which 4,337 have asset and mortgage information.
Measurement of unemployment durations. The measurement of unemployment durations in
the SIPP di¤ers from conventional measures because it requires the tabulation of responses to
questions about employment at the weekly level. In particular, the SIPP reports the employment
status of every individual over 15 years old for every week that they are in the sample. Weekly
employment status (ES) can take the following values: 1. With a job this week; 2. With a job,
absent without pay, no time on layo¤ this week; 3. With a job, absent without pay, spent time on
layo¤ this week; 4. Looking for a job this week; 5. Without a job, not looking for a job, not on
layo¤. A job separation is de…ned as a change in ES from 1 or 2 to 3, 4, or 5. Following Cullen and
Gruber (2000), I compute the duration of unemployment by summing the number of consecutive
weeks that ES >= 3, starting at the date of job separation and stopping when the individual …nds
a job that lasts for at least one month (i.e., reports a string of four consecutive ES=1 or ES =2).
Individuals are de…ned as being on temporary layo¤ if they report ES = 3 at any point in the spell.
They are de…ned as “searching” if they report ES = 4 at any point during their spell.
Prediction of Individual-Level Unemployment Bene…ts. I estimate a …rst-stage equation for
earnings using OLS on the full sample of individuals who report a job loss at some point during
the sample period. I regress nominal log wages in the year before job loss on years of education,
age at job loss, years of tenure on the last job, a dummy for left-censoring of this job tenure variable, industry, occupation, month, and year dummies, and the unemployment rate in the relevant
state/year. Since many individuals in the sample do not have a full year’s earning’s history before
a job separation, I de…ne the annual income of these individuals by assuming that they earned the
average wage they report before they began participating in the SIPP. For example, individuals
with one quarter of wage history are assumed to have an annual income of four times that quarter’s
income. Using the coe¢ cient estimates, I predict log wages for each job loser, and recover the
predicted wage in levels. I then use this predicted wage to simulate the claimant’s unemployment
bene…t using the UI bene…t calculator under the assumption that wages are constant over the “base
period” (typically the …ve quarters before job loss).
Note that simulating bene…ts using individuals’actual reported wage histories rather than the
predicted wages yields a distribution of unemployment bene…t levels that has much higher variance
and a much weaker correlation with durations in the full sample. The predicted wage measure
smooths the reported income ‡uctuations by isolating permanent di¤erences in income correlated
with stable characteristics such as education. Reassuringly, when the sample is restricted to
observations in which the deviation between the predicted wage and actual reported wage is small
(e.g. <25%), the point estimates for the speci…cations in Table 2 obtained are similar to those
obtained in the full sample.
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Appendix C: Mathematica Sample and Variable De…nitions
The data for the analysis in section 5 from two surveys conducted by Mathematica on behalf of the Department of Labor, matched with administrative data from state UI records. The
datasets are publicly available through the Upjohn Institute. The …rst dataset is the “Pennsylvania
Reemployment Bonus Demonstration,” which contains information on 5,678 durations for a representative sample of job losers in Pennsylvania in 1991. This dataset contains information on prior
wages, weeks of UI paid, as well as demographic characteristics, household income, job characteristics (tenure, occupation, industry), and receipt of severance pay. The second dataset is the “Study
of Unemployment Insurance Exhaustees,” which contains data on the unemployment durations of
3,907 individuals who claimed UI bene…ts in 1998. This dataset is a sample of unemployment
durations in 25 states of the United States, with oversampling of individuals who exhausted UI
bene…ts. The information in the dataset is similar to that in the Pennsylvania study. Combining
the two datasets yields a pooled sample contains 9,585 individuals. Note that Pennsylvania is not
included in the Exhaustees study, and hence there is only one year of data for each state in the
sample.
For comparability, I make the same exclusions as in the SIPP. First, I include only prime-age
males, dropping 44.7% of original sample. Second, I exclude temporary layo¤s by discarding all
individuals who expected a recall at the time of layo¤, dropping an additional 24.8% of the original
sample. Finally, I drop all individuals with missing data either on severance payments, years of job
tenure, reported survey durations, or the variables used to predict net liquid wealth, losing another
5% of the original sample. These exclusions leave 2,441 individuals in the sample.
Consistent with the SIPP de…nition, I measure unemployment durations as the number of weeks
elapsed from the end of the individual’s prior job to the start of his next job as reported on the
Mathematica survey.
Calculation of Mean Severance Amount. Lee Hecht Harrison (2001) report results from a
survey of severance pay policies of human resource executives at 925 corporations in the U.S. in
2001. At companies where the severance amount is based on years of service (which is the most
common practice), the report provides a tabulation of the number of weeks of severance provided
per week of service (see Table 1 in section II, page 4). Using the percentages reported in this
table, I compute the mean severance amount for “exempts”(salaried workers) and “non-exempts”
(hourly workers), coding the < 1 week category as 0.5 weeks. I then take an unweighted average of
the mean severance amount for these two categories to arrive at a mean of 1.49 weeks of severance
pay per year of service. Finally, multiplying by the mean job tenure reported in Table 3 implies
that the average individual in the Mathematica sample would receive 4:5 1:49 = 6:7 weeks of
severance pay if he were eligible for it.
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TABLE 1
Summary Statistics by Wealth Quartile for SIPP Sample

Pooled
Prior to or at job loss:
Mean Annual Wage
Median Annual Wage
Age
Years of Education
Percent Married
Percent Spouse Working
Post-layoff:
Weekly indiv. unemp. benefits
Indiv. replacement rate
Mean unemp. duration (weeks)
Median unemp. duration
Assets and Liabilities:
Mean Liq. Wealth
Median Liq. Wealth
Mean Unsecured Debt
Median Unsecured Debt
Mean Home Equity
Median Home Equity
Percent with Mortgage
Percent Renters

Net Liquid Wealth Quartile
1
2
3
4
(< -$1,115) (-$1,115-$128) ($128-$13,430) (>$13,430)

$20,711
$17,780
37.0
12.1
61%
37%

$19,638
$17,188
35.5
12.2
64%
40%

$15,971
$14,346
35.2
11.2
59%
28%

$20,950
$18,584
36.7
12.2
60%
40%

$26,726
$23,866
41.7
13.1
63%
44%

$166
49%
18.3
15.0

$163
50%
18.0
15.0

$152
50%
19.1
17.0

$167
49%
17.6
14.0

$184
47%
19.4
17.0

$22,701
$1,763
$3,964
$960
$31,053
$8,143
45%
39%

$1,536
$466
$10,008
$5,659
$19,768
$2,510
46%
43%

$502
$0
$697
$0
$12,866
$0
27%
61%

$5,898
$4,273
$1,752
$353
$30,441
$11,794
49%
35%

$87,912
$53,009
$3,171
$835
$62,663
$48,900
59%
16%

NOTE--Table entries are means unless otherwise noted. Data source is 1985-87, 1990-93, and 1996 SIPP panels.
Sample includes prime-age males who (a) report searching for a job, (b) are not on temporary layoff, (c) take
up UI benefits within one month of layoff, and (d) have at least 3 months of work history in the dataset.
Pooled sample size is 4,560 observations. See Appendix B for further details on construction of sample.
Indiv. unemp. benefit is simulated individual-level benefit based on two stage procedure described in text.
Replacement rate is individual benefit divided by weekly pre-unemployment predicted wage. Unemployment
duration is defined as time elapsed from end of last job to start of next job. Asset and liability data is collected
once per panel, prior to job loss for approximately half the sample and after job loss for the remainder.
Liquid wealth is defined as total wealth minus home, business, and vehicle equity.
Net liquid wealth is liquid wealth minus unsecured debt. All monetary values are in real 1990 dollars.

TABLE 2
Effect of UI Benefits: Cox Hazard Model Estimates

log UI ben

(1)

(2)

Pooled
Full cntrls

Stratified
No cntrls

(3)

(4)

(5)

Stratified with Full Controls
Avg WBA Max WBA Ind. WBA

Mortgage
Full cntrls

-0.527
(0.267)

Q1 x log UI ben

-0.721
(0.304)

-0.978
(0.398)

-0.727
(0.302)

-0.642
(0.241)

Q2 x log UI ben

-0.699
(0.484)

-0.725
(0.420)

-0.388
(0.303)

-0.765
(0.219)

Q3 x log UI ben

-0.368
(0.309)

-0.476
(0.358)

-0.091
(0.370)

-0.561
(0.156)

Q4 x log UI ben

0.234
(0.369)

0.103
(0.470)

0.304
(0.339)

0.016
(0.259)

mortg x log UI ben

-1.181
(0.491)
0.079
(0.477)

no mortg x log UI ben
log UI ben x spell wk.

(6)

x

log UI ben x spell wk.
int. with netliq or mortg

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

ind, occ interactions
with netliq or mortg

x

x

x

x

wage spline interaction

x

x

x

x

0.013
0.008

0.001
0.002

0.090
0.062

state, year, ind., occ.
fixed effects

x

wage spline

x

Q1=Q4 p-val
Q1+Q2=Q3+Q4 p-val
mortg = no mortg p-val
Number of Spells

0.039
0.012

0.005
4529

4337

4054

4054

4054

2052

NOTE-Coefficients reported are elasticities of hazard rate w.r.t. UI bens. Standard errors clustered by state in
parentheses. See note to Table 1 for sample definition. Sample in column 6 includes those with pre-unemp.
mortgage data. Bottom rows of table report p-values from F-test for equality of reported coefficients across quartiles
or mortgage groups. Columns 2-6 are cox models stratified by net liquid wealth quartile or mortgage status. All
specifications except 2 include following additional controls: age, years of education, marital status, log total wealth,
and a dummy for being on seam between interviews to adjust for "seam effect." Columns 3-6 include in addition
interactions of occupation+industry dummies and wage spline with stratification variable (netliq quartile or mortgage).
All columns include time-varying interaction between log UI benefit and weeks elapsed of spell; in columns 2-6, this
time-varying effect is interacted with the stratification variable. In columns 1-3 and 6, UI ben is defined as average UI
benefit in claimant's state/year pair.

TABLE 3
Summary Statistics by Severance Receipt for Mathematica Sample
Pooled

Prior to or at job loss:
Mean annual wage
Median annual wage
Age
Percent dropouts
Percent college grads
Percent married
Mean job tenure (years)
Median job tenure (years)
Post-layoff:
Weekly unemployment benefits
Replacement Rate
Mean unemployment duration
Median unemployment duration
Mean compensated duration
Median compensated duration

No Severance

Severance

(0.81)

(0.19)

$28,149
$20,848
36.2
14%
17%
58%
4.5
1.9

$26,213
$19,347
35.2
15%
13%
56%
3.8
1.5

$37,174
$30,693
40.6
6%
34%
68%
8.1
4.8

$198
49%
24.3
20.0
15.8
16.0

$190
51%
24.0
20.0
15.3
16.0

$236
43%
25.6
22.0
18.2
20.0

NOTE--Table entries are means unless otherwise noted. Data are from surveys of job losers
conducted by Mathematica. Sample includes prime-age male UI claimants who are not on temporary
layoff. Pooled sample size is 2,441 observations. See Appendix C for details. Data is reweighted
using sampling probabilities to yield estimates for a representative sample of job losers. Pre-unemp
job tenure is number of years spent working at firm from which worker was laid off. Weekly
unemployment benefit is actual individual benefit based on UI records. Replacement rate is weekly
benefit times 52 divided by annual wage. Unemployment duration is time elapsed from end of last job
to start of next job. Compensated duration is weeks of UI collected. All monetary values are in real
1990 dollars.

TABLE 4
Effect of Severance Pay: Cox Hazard Model Estimates
Pooled
(1)
(2)
Tenure Control Full Controls
Severance Pay Dummy

-0.179
(0.050)

By Net Liquid Wealth
(3)
(4)
Tenure Control Full Controls

-0.233
(0.071)

(Netliq < Median) x Sev Pay

-0.493
(0.086)

-0.457
(0.099)

(Netliq > Median) x Sev Pay

0.030
(0.058)

-0.088
(0.081)

tenure spline

x

x

state, ind., occ. fixed effects

x

x

wage spline

x

x

ind., occ., and wage-spline
interactions with netliq dummy

x

Equality of coeffs p-val
Number of spells

2441

2428

<0.001

<0.001

2441

2428

NOTE-Coefficients reported can be interpreted as percentage change in hazard rate associated with receipt
of severance pay. Standard errors clustered by state in parentheses. See note to Table 3 for sample
definition. Bottom row of specs 3 and 4 reports p-values from an F-test for equality of coefficients across low
and high-asset groups. All specifications include a sevpay x spell week interaction variable to capture timevarying effects of severance pay. Columns 1 and 3 include only a linear control for tenure at pre-job loss
employer in addition. Columns 2 and 4 include the following controls in addition to those listed in the table:
age, marital status, dummies for dropout and college graduate, and log individual weekly UI benefit.
Baseline hazards in specs 3-4 are stratified by Netliq < Median. Netliq < Median is an indicator variable for
whether the household's predicted assets are below the sample median. Netliq > Median is defined
analogously. Assets are predicted using the SIPP data as described in text.
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NOTE–Sample for both figures consists of observations in the core SIPP sample for which pre-unemployment
wealth data are available. See Table 1 for definition of core sample and definition of net liquid wealth. Figure
1a includes households in lowest quartile of real net liquid wealth. Figure 1b includes those in second quartile.
Each figure plots Kaplan-Meier survival curves for two groups of individuals: those in state/year pairs with
average weekly benefit amounts (WBA) below the sample mean and those in state/year pairs with WBAs
above the mean. The mean replacement rate is the average individual-level predicted benefit divided by wage
for observations in the relevant group. Survival curves are adjusted for seam effect by fitting a Cox model with
seam dummy and recovering baseline hazards.
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NOTE–These figures are constructed in the same way as Figures 1a-b using observations in the third and
fourth quartiles of net wealth. See notes to Figures 1a-b for details.
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Figure 2b
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NOTE–These figures are constructed in the same way as Figures 1a-b; see notes to Figures 1a-b for
additional details. Figure 2a includes households who make mortgage payments; 2b includes all others. Only
observations with mortgage data prior to job loss are included.

Figure 3
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NOTE–Data are from Mathematica surveys; see note to Table 3 for additional details on data and sample
definition. Data is reweighted using sampling probabilities to yield estimates for a representative sample of job
losers. Kaplan-Meier survival curves are plotted for two groups of individuals: Those who received a
severance payment at the time of job loss and those who did not. Survival curves are adjusted for the effect of
pre-unemployment job tenure on durations by fitting a Cox model and recovering baseline hazards as
described in text.
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Figure 4b
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NOTE–See Figure 3 for sample definition. Each of these figures is constructed in exactly the same way as
Figure 3. Figure 4a includes observations where predicted net wealth is below the sample median; Figure 4b
includes those above the median. Net wealth is predicted using a linear function of age, wage, education, and
marital status that is estimated on the core SIPP sample as described in text.

